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part 01
The Ecological Development
The status quo of the ecological development of
the DeFi,Metaverse and NFT.

DEFI M E T A V E R S E NFT G A M E F I
Decentralized Exchanges (DEX) in 2021
Trading volume exceeds

$1,000,000,000,000
According to The Block Research, Decentralized Exchanges (DEXs) reported that D E X trading volume would
exceed $1 trillion in 2021. Based on data as of December 23, 2021, this figure has increased significantly by
858% compared with that of 2020. In 2020, D E X s c o n t r i b u t e d t o t r a d i n g v o l u m e o f just over $115 billion.
In the first quarter of 2022, DEX trading volume has exceeded $300 billion, in which DAO ecological tokens such
as Metaverse, NFT and Decentralized Fianace(DEFI), and Chain Games(GAMEFI) occupied an important share.

ABOUT DAO
DAO, another derivative term, has also gained a lot of
attention with the popularity of concepts like blockchain
and the meta-universe.

What is the DAO?
DAO-Decentralized Autonomous Organization, in terms of
conceptual decomposition, contains two important
characteristics, namely decentralization and autonomy.
Existing DAOs currently rely on blockchain to implement
decentralized operation and decision-making systems. The
advantages of such systems also ensure the openness of the network; Autonomy, i.e., automatic operation without
human intervention, can be further understood as specific operational activities in an organization generated by prewritten code. When certain conditions are triggered by organizational activities, the smart contract will automatically
start execution and the organization will self-govern.

DAO is considered by many to be one of the most promising directions in the future
social organization.
2020 belongs to DeFi, 2021 belongs to NFT, and 2022 wil be the year of DAO. We believe
the DAO has a lot of room for improvement, both in terms of infrastructure and
decentralized applications built on its own. So far, DAOs have been used in a variety of
scenarios.

The ecological development of DAO in 2021 has brought together attention and
investment of global capital and people in sight. Its applications cover a variety of areas
such as development tools, services, social networking, media, creation, collection and
etc. It can be found that DAO is at the intersection of major popular sectors such as NFT,
GameFi, and DeFi.

DAO inherently has financial properties and investment preferences. Its flat organizational
structure not only makes venture capital no longer the "power" of a few people, but also gives
full paly to collective intelligence. Relying on the social capital and network of all its members,
DAO is seemingly more competitive compared with its traditional investor counterparts.
Moreover, the structure of DAO greatly improve itself in flexibility and speed. For example, it
can raise large amounts of capital in a short period of time without the constraints of traditional
VCs, and beyond that, it can also launch new DAOfor a popular NFT at any time.
Venture capital is investing in DAO, and at the same time its form is also transforming into
DAO.
Because DAO is essentially a global listed company, its token, to some degree, can be more potential.

At the same time, not only token holders are entitled to participate in project governance, the
economic benefits of their token are also firmly bound to the DAO organization.
Under the incentive of the token economy, DAO can be free from control of centralized
institutions, thus realizing self-operation, self-governance, and self-evolution in accordance
with pre-set rules. This can reduce human errors caused by centralized decision-making, or the
manipulation of investors funds.

Part 02
About The LaEeb
What is the LaEeb?

Qatar World Cup 2022

The FIFA World Cup - Qatar 2022 is the 22nd World Cup, the first in history to be held in a Middle Eastern

country, and the second in Asia. In addition, the Qatar World Cup is the first footbal World Cup to be held
in winter in the northern hemisphere, hosted by a country that has never participated in the World Cup
before.

2022 FIFA World Cup Qatar mascot Laeeb officially unveiled.
Qatar and FIFA have official y unveiled La’eeb, the official
mascot for this year’s FIFA World Cup in Qatar.
La'eeb is an Arabic word for a highly skilled player. Coming
from the "mascot universe", La'eeb is youthful and energetic. It
committed to bringing joy of football to everyone by encouraging
them to believe in themselves with the slogan "go now".
On 2 April 2022, La'eeb, full of adventure, fun and fantasy, was
unveiled in the final stage draw of the 2022 Qatar World Cup in
Doha.

Known for its youthful spirit; wherever La'eeb goes, it wil deliver joy and confidence to people. La'eeb comes
from another world where the mascots of major tournaments live together, and they are all full of inspiration and
creativity. During the World Cup from November 21 to December 18, La'eeb will be present in every corner of the
world – welcoming the world, inspiring young fans and cheering for the game.

LaEeb DAO
LaEeb is a metaverse autonomous

community initiated by footbal -

loving fans from al over the

world who yearn for peace,

freedom, fairness and justice.

Here, inspiration and
of character building in al

creativity are the foundations
minds. With youthful energy

and an unstoppable spirit,

LaEeb transcends time and place,

allowing itself to be with fans
around the world, no matter where they are. It will excite fans ahead of the

2022 FIFA World Cup in Qatar at this autonomous platform that unites
cultures around the world. LaEeb is going to develop a community ecological
awareness to every corner of the world - welcome the world and inspire all

freedom-loving young people.
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Ecological Mechanism
About LaEeb's Ecological Plan

Issuing standards for LaEeb
Chain: Binance Smart Chain（BSC）
Contracts：
0x9cd7bc7d83f31224d8cd9d8dbc9bd453cd64a81e
Total: 210,000,000,000,000 LaEeb
Deflation To: 2,100,000 LaEeb

100% LaEeb Add Liquidity

Fair Launch
LaEeb tokens takes a fair launch approach.

No pre-sale, No reservation, No pre-mining.
Fair, open and just. 210,000,000,000,000
LaEeb wil be added into PancakeSwap to
provide decentralized trading.

PancakeSwap First Supply:
210,000,000,000,000 LaEeb

60,000 U S DT

Trading Rules
6% fee wil be deducted from each transaction.
For detailed distribution, please see below:
MATTER

PERCENTAGE

Add To Liquidity

1%

BUY

LP Reward

3%

Repurchase and Destruction

1%

-6%

Marketing

1%

The fee for sale is 7%, with an increase of 0.25% on the basis of
various taxes
S E LL

1 . Add To Liquidity: 1%
Exchange LaEeb on the PancakeSwap exchange, 1% of which are automatically
transferred to add liquidity. Sufficient liquidity will be guaranteed to provide
transactions.

The specific practice is: the contract converts 50% of LaEeb into USDT in
SWAP, and combines it with the remaining 50% of LaEeb into LP to inject
liquidity.

2 . LP Reward: 3%
Exchange LaEeb on the PancakeSwap exchange, 3% of which are automatical y
transferred to the LP reward.
Rewards are given to users who have added liquidity(LP) according to
quantity of LP.

The LaEeb community and the DOGE community
have reached an ecological cooperation to
empower each other. LP rewards wil be
converted to DOGE. Accumulation to 3000 DOGE
triggers the contract to reward DOGE to all
users who add LP.

3 . Repurchase and Destruction: 1%
Exchange LaEeb on the PancakeSwap exchange, 1% of which are automatically
transferred to the Repurchase and Destruction.
Guarantee active purchasing power, increase the price of LaEeb, stabilize ecological

development, and create a virtuous ecological circle.
The Specific Method
The accumulation of 4BNB wil automatical y trigger the contract to repurchase

LaEeb with BNB, and then immediately destroy LaEeb to the black hole addres :
0x000000000000000000000000000000000000000, to achieve deflation.

4. Marketing: 1%

Exchange LaEeb on the PancakeSwap exchange, 1% of which are automatically
transferred to the marketing spending.
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Advantage
Ecological advantages of the LaEeb

Decentralized, No Platform Control
Community users govern themselves, no profit .

LaEeb Advantage

No Private Placement, No Public Offering

No Pre-mine, No Reservation
Guaranteed cleanness, foam-free flow

Fair And Open
Token rewards are executed by
scientifically regulated contracts

LaEeb Advantage

The vitality of
community
development
determines the
amount of daily
rewards.

Deflationary
Mechanism

Innovative
ecological
c ontribution
reward
mechanism

Circular repo

Targeted
repurchase
mechanism to
increase prices
indefinitely

Circular injection
of liquidity to
ensure
transaction
stability

Give Up Contract Authority

Give Up Contract Authority

LP Destruction, Never
Withdraw From The Pool

LaEeb
Innovative Ecological
DAO Community
Infinite Power Cycle Ecology
Empowering the B S C Ecosystem

NFT

Metaverse

DEFI

GAMEFI

Community Ecological Development Roadmap

LaEeb DAPP

01
May-2022

LaEeb Fair Launch

August-2022

02

Main Chain

03
January-2023

LaEeb Swap

June-2023

04

05
April-2023

Let's realize our dreams together.

